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Prediction of Prosodic Boundaries Using Dependency Relation

*Yeon-Jun Kim *Yung-Hwan Oh

Abstract

This paper introduces a prosodic phrasing method in Korean to improve the naturalness of speech synthesis, espxci인 ly in 

text-to-speech conversion. In prosodic phrasing, it is necessaiy to understand the structure of a sentence through a 

language processing procedure, such as part-of-speech (POS) tagging and parsing, since syntactic structure correlates better 

with the prosodic structure of speech than with other factors.
In this paper, the prosodic phrasing procedure is treated from two perspectives: dependency parsing and prosodic phrasing 

using dependency relations. This is appropriate for Ural-Altaic, since 죠 prosodic boundary in speech usually concurs with a 

governor of dependency relation. From experimental results, using the proposed method achieved 12% improvement in 
prosody boundary prediction accuracy with a speech corpus consisting 300 sentences uttered by 3 speakers.

I. Introduction

In continuous speech, most speakers tend to group words 
into phrases whose boundaries are marked by a pause 

and a intonational change. Spoken language as well as 
written language both contain phrases consisting of 
several words. However the phrases of spoken language 

are different from that of written language. While a 
phrase in written language is determined by a consistent 
grammar, a phrase in spoken language is determined by 

the speaker's utterance, which is termed proscxlic phrase 

to distinguish it from the written language phrase.
The derivation of the prosodic phrase structure of a 

sentence is important in understanding spoken language. 
Speech synthesized without its appropriate prosodic structure 

is unnatural, monotonous and boring, whose meaning is 
also difficult to follow in longer passages. Because the 

speaker uses prosody for a number of reasons including 
the conveyance of meaning. Assigning appropriate prosody is 
also important in improving intelligibility, particularly in 

longer sentences.
Compared with other factors, syntactic phrase structure 

correlates relatively well with the prosodic structure of 
speech uttered at a normal rate, without emotional and 

other contextual influences. In many cases, however, the 

boundaries of the syntactic constituents are not aligned 
with the prosodic phrase boundary. Because most theories of 

prosodic structure define a hierarchy of prosodic constit
uents based on phrase structured grammar, prosodic structure 
is known to be determined linearly from left to right.
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To resolve this problem, many linguists have proposed 
methods and theories to explain the relation between syntactic 

and prosodic structure[l][2]. Though the readjustment 

rules by Chomsky and Halle and the verb balancing rule 
by Gee and Grosjean were proposed, they were incomplete 

explanations. Many researchers have noticed on the need 

to flatten syntactic structures to predict prosodic structures. 

A recent approach by Hunt employs a flat syntactic 

representation, link grammar, which draws links between 
the syntactically related words themselves[5]. He showed 

that each Surface-Syntactic Relation labeled by a link has 

an intrinsic prosodic coupling strength.
In this paper, we adopt another flat syntactic scheme 

for finding prosodic structure: dependency grammar. This 
is more effective in analyzing languages with freer surface 
word orders, such as Ural-Altaic. The word order of Korean 

is quite free unlike the fixed word order of English.
And we propose a probabilistic model for predicting 

prosodic boundaries and show the effectiveness of the 
dependency relation, which can be incorporated into 

existing text-to~speech systems.

II. Dependency Parsing in Korean

2.1. Definition of Dependency Relation

While phrase structured grammar is defined in terms 

of the recursive groupings of syntactic units, Dependency 
grammar is based on the relations between actual 

elements. Assuming a dependency relation between two 

words, Wp w p which can be denoted by * w / 

where w i is the dependent and w j is the governor. 

Also it can be said that Wj depends on 친町 or Wj 
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governs . w.

And a sequence of words can be a sentence of the 
language defined by dependency grammar if there exists 
a set of relations joining those words that satisfies three 
conditions:

1. Unique Governor : Each word in a sentence has its 

own unique governor except for the sentence 

governor which is usually the main verb.
2. Planarity : Relations do not cross (when drawn 

above the words).

3. Governor Post-position : A governor is always a 

post-position of its dependent (in Korean).

Condition 3, Governor Post-position, is modified 
because of the characteristics of Korean. Since Korean 

has the governor post-positioning property, dependency 
parsing can be implemented more easily using the 

restricted CNF (Chomsky normal-form) rules with fewer 
consequent ambiguities. The three types of CNF rules for 
Korean dependency parsing are the following:

1. S->A

2. A—BA

3. A—>a

where S is a start symbol, A and B are the POS 

(part-of-speech) sequence of word-phrase which consists 

of several morphemes, and a is a word phrase which is 
a basic unit in Korean. Taking a Korean sentence as an 
example,，나는 학교에 간다', rule 1. is S->VP, rule 2. is 

VP -> NP VP and VP -> ADV VP, and rule 3. is 

ADV -> 학교에 and VP -> 간다. As in other 

Ural-Altaic language, a Korean sentence is composed of 
larger grammatical units formed of several morphemes, 

called a word-phrase similar to bunsetsu in Japanese.

2.2. Probabilistic Approach

Probabilistic Dependency paring can be done by 
finding the most probable dependency tree while 

satisfying the above three conditions. A dependency tree 

is defined as a set of governor-dependent relationships 

which reveals the structure of an expression in terms of 
hierarchical links among its actual elements. To find the 
most probable dependency tree, we make use of two 

types of probabilities based on the above CNF rules.

(1) dependency probability : the probability that a 

dependency relation between a tag seq. B and 

another tag seq. A may occur,

Pr( A-»BA)變 Pr(B,A|A)=Pr(B|A) (1)

(2) lexical probability : the probability that a 
word-phrase a belongs to a POS tag seq. A,

Pr( A—a)變 Pr( a\A) (2)

The probability based on the first type of CNF rule 

(SfA) is not considered in the dependency parsing 

phase because the last word-phrase always becomes the 

head of a Korean sentence. Dependency probabilities can 
be extracted from the corpus bracketed with dependency 

relations, and lexical probabilities are generated at the 

POS tagging phase.

III. Prediction Model for Prosodic 
Boundaries

In this section, a prosodic phrasing algorithm based on 
a probabilistic approach is described. Splitting prosodic 
group is more emphasized in determining prosodic phrase 

boundaries while the recursive grouping of the syntactic 

units is a key operation for written language. Our splitting 

algorithm assigns probabilities to potential prosodic 
boundaries fbr a given input sentence.

3.1. Basic Model

In a given sentence with word sequence, 

｛納,z〃2.…，3成｝，the probabilistic model is defined 

as in Eq.(3) to get an optimal sequence of prosodic 

phrase boundaries, b*=〈也旗.…,b/ where 缶 exists 

between adjacent words, <

By applying Bayes decision rule to Pj■(碎 u;竹 in 

Eq.(3), we can transform the problem into a likelihood 
maximization problem with a priori probability as shown 

in Eq.(4).

。(婵變

In Eq.(5), 

productive term, and then replace into w for 

simplifying this problem. Given a word (如),the POS 

information of Wf is chosen to maximize the likelihood 

of the training data as Eq.(7). This is a factor generally 

…max 
arg玲 Pr 潛I"#) (3)

Pr(t〃M)Pr(昭max 
arg bN (4)

Pr(t冲)

we can transform a likelihood into the
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used to determine prosodic phrase boundaries especially 
in text-to-speech conversion。]. As mentioned in the 

previous section, a Korean word-phrase consists of several 
morphemes. The POS of a morpheme in the post-position 

of a word-phrase and that of a content word of the next 
word-phrase are used because the relation between them 

is a dominant factor in determining whether there is a 

prosodic boundary or not.

Pr(”建=“Pr(如以 iM《) (5)

七 (如奶+i,酔) (6)

七 山 Pr(m Wi)\POS( 竹(7)

In addition to POS information, a physiological factor 
is adopted to solve the sparseness of a sequence of 

prosodic boundaries, 8"

Generally, a longer utterance may tend to be produced 
with more boundaries for reasons of physiological 

production. The distance of the boundary site from the 
beginning and end of the utterance is another variable 

likely to be correlated with boundary locations. In our 

work, the distance is defined as the number of syllables 

from the current word (w) to the previous prosodic 

phrase boundary, J b. Assuming that Wj is depend only 

on bi and the distance (4 Q，we can simplify Eq*(7) 

into Eq.(8).

Pr(納％f)=段 Pr(POS(fWi)lPOS(cWi+1)t<dbit 缶〉)

1 (8)

To get Pr(wflbf) in Eq.(8), such methods as the 

use of a POS bigram or constituent length information 

were proposed, however these concentrate only on local 
relations between adjacent words and ove파ook many 

important factors, such as intra-sentential syntactic 

influences.

3.2. Extended Model based on Dependency 

Relation

In this paper, two kinds of intra-sentential features based 
on dependency relation are introduced in considering 

non-local syntactic characteristics. One is syntactic information 
which is the POS of the governor and dependent in a 

dependency relation, and the other is the physiological 

information related to potential boundary locations.
First, we assume that each dependency relation has an 

intrinsic prosodic coupling strength, which has a 

probability distribution estimated from the speech corpora 
[5]. Some relations may be more or less likely than others 

to be intonationally separated by prosodic boundaries.
As shown in the experimental results [Table. 1, 2], the 

existence or level of the prosodic boundary has 

correlations with the syntactic meaning of the dependency 

relation, the POS information of the current word (w) 

and its governor (wg).

Table 1. Probability distribution of occurrence of prosodic 
boundaries according to dependency relation (，用; 

the physiological distance based on dependency 
relation).

（奶，Wg）
Major Minor no-break

Pr(・) Phy Pr(-) Phy Pr(-) / phy

(sc,nc) 1.0 24.5 0 - 0 -
(sc,vb) 0.96 40.1 0 - 0.03 1.5
(px,nc) 0.90 26.8 0 - 0.10 16.5
(pt,nc) 0.75 30.1 0.17 15.8 0.07 27.2
(pt,vb) 0.70 33.8 0.15 17.7 0.13 18.8
(ec,vb) 0.69 30.1 0.08 12.6 0.22 12.8
(ec,nc) 0.69 25.0 0.17 16.3 0.14 22.4

Table 2. Probability distribution of non-occurrence of prosodic 
boundaries according to dependency relation.

（納，Wg）
Major Minor no-break

Pr(・) g i)hy 효r(・) ，Phy PS) '伽y

(ex.vb) 0 - 0.11 3.5 0.89 11.7

(dn,nc) 0.02 6.0 0.20 7.2 0.78 9.3

(nc,vb) 0.03 22.0 0.27 11.7 0.70 12.8

(pc,ad) 0 - 0.28 11.7 0.69 12.8

In addition to the basic model (Eq.5), the syntactic 
meaning of the dependency relation can be used to 

approximate Pr(w^b^). Assuming that z如 is dependent 

on the adjacent word (w 1+1) as well as on the w/s 

governor (wg)f the model can be extended as in Eq.(9).

PrS虐어V) h wgit bf) (9)

= H Pr(POS( u>,)IPOS( w ,•+1), POS( w g) ,6^(10)

where since the governor of a Korean

sentence always exist in the post-position.
In the previous section, the elapsed distance from the 

last prosodic boundary to the current word is used to 
determine whether the prosodic boundary exist or not. 
Similarly, we can foresee the next prosodic boundary 

from the fact that a prosodic boundary in speech usually 
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concurs with the governor of the dependency relation.
The influence of the dependency relation distance on 

prosodic boundary location was already investigated in a 

previous work[8]. Though it is clear that distance 
information is effective to some degree, using depend

ency relation distance alone has limitations.
In this paper, we propose a new physiological measure 

combining the elapsed distance from the previous 
prosodic boundary and the distance to the potential 
prosodic boundary using dependency relation. The 

physiological distance (、/ 愤)based on . dependency 

relation refer to the number of syllable from the previous 

prosodic boundary to the right most immediate governor. 

As the distance increases, the probability of the 

occurrence of prosodic boundaries also increase Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Probability distribution of each prosodic boundary 
according to the physiological distance based on 
dependency relation.

Pr(物％广)n ^Pr(POS(w,)|POS(w,+1),

J (11)

~ Pr (,POS( u>i)\POS(. w ,+ i),

P0Sd,)4",.) (12)

where /싸产，為 + 刀时

Finally, a probability prosodic phrasing model in 
Eq.(12) is established, which is included the proposed 
distanced measure. In this work, we obtained the best 
sequence of prosodic phrase boundaries applying the 

Viterbi algorithm.

IV. Experiments

4.1. Corpus

The probabilistic models proposed in this paper are 
trained with hand-labeled corpora. In practice, this means 

that a large corpus of speech data must be available to 

accurately estimate the model parameters, such as the 
probability of a prosodic event given some text or 

acoustic-based features. Prosodic phrase boundaries in the 
speech corpus were hand-labeled by two listeners who 
have knowledge about prosodic phenomena.

Ta 바 e 3. Speech Corpus.

Number of sentence 300 (100 x 3speakers)

Avg. word-phrase per sentence 11.26

Av옹. syllable per sentence 31.15

Avg. Major break per sentence 3.33

Av옹. Minor break per sentence 2.09

Avg. word-phrase in prosodic phr 3.24

Avg. syllable in prosodic phr 10.05

4.2. Experimental Res니Its

In this section, the prosodic phrase break prediction for 
the proposed probabilistic model is evaluated. We compared 
the experimental results of a basic algorithm with the 
proposed model including knowledge of the dependency 

relation. The performance of the probabilistic prediction 

model was evaluated by comparing the hand-labeled prosodic 

boundaries in the speech sample. The correspondence 
between the predicted and the observed breaks is 

tabulated in a confusion matrix.

Table 4. Prediction results using the Basic Model.

Predicted Prosodic Marks

Major Minor no-break

Major 483 64 101

Minor 88 147 187

no-break 187 135 652

on Dependency Relation.
Table 5. Prediction results using the Extended Mod이 based

Predicted Prosodic Marks
Major Minor no-break

Major 523 41 84

Minor 92 183 147

no-break 128 111 735

In the Table 5, the proposed model shows better 

performance in predicting accuracy than the model 
without dependency information. It is clear that the value 
of human perceptual judgments of synthetic speech is 
important enough to warrant serious investigation into 
experimental design. Recent studies have discussed the 
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importance of minimizing confounding factors. From the 
work presented here, it has become evident that a 

finding task is sufficiently but not excessively difficult to 

reveal differences in tested models.

V. Conclusion

This paper has proposed an automatically trainable, 

computational prosody phrasing model, which can be 

expected to incorporated into existing text-to-speech systems.

From the experimental results, using the proposed 

method achieved 12% improvement of the prosody 
boundary prediction accuracy with a speech corpus 

consisting 300 sentence uttered by 3 speakers. We were 
able to show that the physiological distance measure 

based on dependency relation is effective to predict 

prosodic phrase boundaries.

In the future, the proposed model can be expected to 

make synthesized speech more natural and improve the 

robustness of spontaneous speech recognition.
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